**The Leadership Challenge™**

Explore the Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership. The Leadership Challenge™ Workshop developed by Jim Kouzes and Barry Posner is offered by the Tom Peters Company and is the gold standard for leadership development training with a stellar track record in practice.

The Leadership Challenge™ reveals how leaders get extraordinary things done in their organizations. This point of view grew from more than 20 years of research on real-world leadership practices from more than 250,000 leaders!

This research revealed The Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership and this workshop delves deeply into these practices:

**What you Will Learn:**
- Modelling the Way
- Inspiring a Shared Vision
- Challenging the Process
- Enabling Others to Act
- Encouraging the Heart

**Who Should Attend:**
- Leaders, Managers
- Those aspiring to leadership

**Workshop Leader:** Bruna Martinuzzi is a certified facilitator for The Leadership Challenge workshop. She has 30 years of experience in leadership and organization effectiveness, specializing in training and coaching individuals to develop their leadership skills more fully. She brings hands-on, real world experience to her interventions and leading edge tools such as DeBono's Six Thinking Hats and Emotional Intelligence. She has a deep passion for helping others find their path to success. Bruna's work was featured in The Personnel Journal, HR Online, Human Resources Management (Prentice Hall) and Business Ethics.

Bruna holds two degrees: a Bachelor of Arts (1981) and a Master of Arts (1986) from the University of British Columbia (UBC). She is the recipient of several awards, including the Izaak Killam Pre-doctoral Fellowship for three years in a row, the Social Sciences & Humanities Research Council of Canada Award and the British Columbia Workplace Excellence Award for Unusual Innovation (1992). She has also completed certifications in a variety of areas, including Emotional Intelligence consultancy, Presentation Skills instructor and executive coach through the Business School of Royal Roads University in Canada.

**Length:** 2 days
**Date:** March 9 & 10, 2006
**Location:** UNBC
**Times:** 8:30am – 4:30pm
**Cost:** $850.00 + GST

TO REGISTER CALL CONTINUING STUDIES (250) 960-5980 or TOLL FREE 1-866-843-8061